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Upgrading operations to an environmentally and socially responsible manner 
has become a business imperative. With 11.2 billion people on planet earth by 
2100, the whole planet (including public administrations, customers, employees, 
investors and local communities) are demanding higher ecological efforts. 
“Sustainable manufacturing”– is no longer a nice-to-have, but has become a 
21st century priority. In addition, new standards, regulation and compliance are 
forcing corporations to innovate, and look into cutting edge technology.

Whether we look into primary processes to turn materials and resources into 
products or the secondary processes (e�g� facility operation, transport of  inputs and 
products, business travel and other overheads), corporate pioneers are showing that 
environmental improvements can go hand in hand with profit-making and improved 
competitiveness� However, many small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs that 
account for 99% of  all enterprises and two thirds of  employment across the OECD), 
are struggling� A majority of  SMEs simply don't know where to start or lack the means 
or knowledge to improve environmentally� Fortunately startups provide larger and 
smaller players ‘low hanging fruit’ solutions�

An area where tech startups are demonstrating quick wins is quality control. 
The use of AI driven vision technology and deep learning software is helping 
manufacturers to improve quality inspection and waste reduction far beyond 
human capabilities. Each year more sophisticated sensors provide new insights 
in waste flows, intelligent energy and material storage, asset control and machine 
deterioration, among others� Blended with new connectivity and computing power, new 
tools allow to transmit production data in real-time to smartphones, laptops via the 
cloud and allow remote management of  processes� Other manufacturing operations are 
changing in more subtle ways and offer plenty of  startup opportunities� Marketplaces 
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for CO2 emissions, circular construction materials and energy transactions, on demand 
3D printing, transport charging stations, are some fields that are in full development 
with plenty of  digital solutions rising�

Next to the production process, waste has never got this much attention, as 
it should with e.g. 9 million tons of plastic waste entering the oceans every 
year. Sustainable packaging alternatives are therefore rapidly evolving with plenty of  
startups looking into biodegradable materials, consumables or closed-loop recycling 
solutions for plastic� Other cleantech startups are looking into industrial water as its 
use is still accountable for up to 57% of  the total freshwater consumption, making 
the upcycling of  industrial and domestic grey waters as one of  the most important 
challenges of  our time�

The push towards corporate sustainability is creating all kinds of startup 
opportunities, and plenty of entrepreneurs, academics and startups are 
developing solutions for genuine environmental problems. Still the economic play 
makes it difficult for even the most impactful greentech (renewable energy, closed 
loops, biodegradable materials) to deliver a decent return on investment� Economic 
constraints and regulatory rollercoasters unfortunately present uncertainties for 
structural growth or market adoption� The main challenge will be to stabilize the 
economics around the volatility of  renewable energy, align global policy on carbon 
taxes and certificates, and create tax shelters and VAT shifts to boost greentech 
investments� As climate change is our biggest existential threat, hope and new 
technology won’t suffice� Long term policy, accelerated adoption, SME incentives and 
stability of  pricing will be imperative if  we want to evolve radically�

The Big Score Session #4 Sustainable Production gives upcoming startups a 
dedicated platform to further develop and grow within today’s environment and 
respective needs.

An introduction into today’s sustainable production scene by Bruno Vandegehuchte

4SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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8 sessions, 8 verticals, and 8 pitching startups,
that is The Big Score Sessions!

The fourth session focuses on solutions for sustainable production� The upcoming 
decade will be crucial for manufacturers to shift their focus to a more sustainable way 
of  working� Eight innovative startups will present their solutions linked to: 

Production: Lowering energy & water usage of  factories to improve efficiency of  
resource use and move towards net zero carbon plant operations

Design: Product/ingredient/packaging solutions which minimize waste of  resources 
& materials and still delight consumers

During the Sustainable Production Session, eight startups will pitch their innovative 
and sustainable solutions live on stage� They will receive valuable business feedback 
from an expert panel of  industry thought leaders, investors and corporate innovators�

This Session is powered by Procter & Gamble, an international FMCG company active 
in fabric and home care with a clear focus on open innovation and improving their 
environmental footprint� The event will be hosted live from their Brussels-based InQbet 
Campus, an open innovation campus by P&G and Workero�

The pitches are live streamed to an audience of  ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing 
corporates and attending startups� Afterwards, attendees have access to one-one-one 
meetings with potential clients, VCs and other relevant stakeholders

INTRODUCTIONABOUT THE SESSIONS

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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INTRODUCTIONPROCTER & GAMBLE

The InQbet Campus @ P&G Brussels is a pioneering venture in Open Innovation 
together with our partners Workero and The Growcery, and with the support of   
Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu� 

By opening up a physical and virtual campus in Brussels, P&G hopes to develop 
partnerships with a range of  innovation partners which, 

1� Improve our innovation capabilities,  
2� Speed up our innovation lifecycle via pilots  
3� Deliver new projects to markets  
4� Develop insights to help us “see round corners” and identify opportunities 

in a world of  accelerating change and complexity�  
  
Details of  our Physical and Virtual Campus offering can be found via the the following 
link: https://join.workero.com/accelerate-at-workero-by-pg/  
 
You can also tour the Physitcal Campus virtually at this link Inqbet.youreka.be 
where innovation partners can leverage our unique facilities to speed up their 
innovation� 
 
Sustainability is a key innovation area for P&G as part of  the Force for 
Good and Force for Growth focus of  our brands� Our Ambition 2030 
program captures P&Gs overall sustainability goals and can be found here:  
https://us.pg.com/environmental-sustainability/�  

https://join.workero.com/accelerate-at-workero-by-pg/
http://inqbet.youreka.be/
https://us.pg.com/environmental-sustainability/


Sustainable Production is a key part of that ambition. Reducing our footprint 
(climate, water, waste), and improving circularity, across our product, packaging 
and manufacturing operations, are key focus areas for us. The event we are 
hosting in partnership with The Big Score Sessions team is an opportunity to make 
further connections in this area. We are happy to host the event with Workero and 
welcome you virtually and physically!

7SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE



SCHEDULE – THURSDAY, APRIL 1

13:00 - 13:15   Welcome & introduction

   Panel discussion with Procter & Gamble

   Meet our Expert Panel

13:15 - 14:15  Startup pitches - round 1

  13:15 #1 B4Plastics

  13:30 #2 Blue Foot Membranes

  13:45 #3 Chemstream

  14:00 #4 InOpSys

14:15 - 14:25   Break

14:25 - 15:25  Startup pitches - round 2

  14:25 #5 Qpinch

  14:40 #6 ValCUN

  14:55 #7 Ekopak

  15:10 #8 Yazzoom

15:25 - 15:30   Closing of  the pitches

15:30 - 16:00   Break

16:00 - 18:00   Networking: 10 meeting slots
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Stefaan De Wildeman
Director

sdw@b4plastics�com
+32 496203054

b4plastics�com

Redesigning tomorrow's plastics. Today.

B4Plastics is a Polymer Architecture company, catalyzing the introduction of  novel biomaterials, and 
growing them from niche to bulk applications� Just as an architect creates your dream home, they create 
your dream bioplastic� B4Plastics designs and scales the materials to give your application the best 
balance in the market between function, ecology and cost� Step into their website to see how B4Plastics 
can benefit you� Let’s have a green adventure�

With a revenue growth of  +1000% in 36 
months, B4Plastics joins the top league of  
high growth bioplastics scale-ups

B4Plastics invented & valorizes the strongest 
materials in the world that are degradable: 
"FortePlastics"

Designs biomaterials with the best controlled 
degradation in nature: "TriggerPlastics"

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Stephan van Hoof
CEO

stephan�vanhoof@bluefootmembranes�com

+31 654970496

bluefootmembranes�com

Blue Foot - Unbreakable Membranes

Blue Foot Membranes enables industries to close the water loop, by providing the key component for 
water reuse; the membrane separation technology� Blue Foot helps water intensive industries to fulfil 
their sustainability targets, to lower their operating costs or in some cases, when water scarcity is a 
potential threat to their operation, a de-facto license to operate�

Providing the most reliable & robust key 
component for industrial water reuse, at the 
lowest TCO

Demonstrating capabilities at key end-users, 
the latest of  which is the Carlsberg breweryt

Blue Foot is entering the scale-up phase 
having successfully closed a funding round last 
December

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners

11SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Geert Deroover
Business Manager

geert�deroover@chemstream�be
+32 499247296

chemstream�be

Bridging Sustainable Chemistry and Technology.

ChemStream is an innovation driven R&D company that specializes in translating material problems 
into sustainable chemical formulations with focus on nano-dispersions, functional coatings and inkjet 
inks� ChemStream started with the development and synthesis of  eco-designed building blocks for 
dispersing agents, emulsifiers and (controlled-release) encapsulating agents�

ChemStream won 3 successive Best Speaker 
Awards at the Inkjet Conference in Düssseldorf

ChemStream won a World Exhibition Stand 
Award for their stand at INPRINT 2019

ChemStream’s superabsorbent polymers 
development has been spotted by the European 
Commission’s INNOVATION RADAR

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects
Work for hire - Subcontracting

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Steven De Laet
CEO

steven�delaet@inopsys�eu
+32 468124094

inopsys�eu

Circular Chemistry can save the world.

InOpSys NV develops and operates innovative on-site solutions for considered non-recyclable water, 
solvent and waste streams� The InOpSys solution consists of  combined technologies in modular and 
mobile units� Customers in pharmaceuticals, chemicals and fine chemicals are offered OPEX based, "pay-
per-use", sustainable alternatives to transport and incineration� Valuable components (metals, solvents, 
���) and purified water are recovered� InOpSys provides WAAS (Water As A Service) and CAAS (Circular 
economy As A Service) to the pharma and chemical industry�

Reference customers such as Janssen 
Pharmaceutica, Ajinomoto Biopharma, & 
Novartis�

InOpSys provides alternatives for transport & 
incineration of  side & waste streams

Implemented circular solutions in pharma & 
chemistry

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Internationalization



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Erik Verdeyen
Chief  Evangelist

erik�verdeyen@qpinch�com
+32 475567890

qpinch�com

Waste heat is energy waiting to be harvested.

Qpinch is a breakthrough large-scale industrial energy efficiency solution�Their patented chemical 
heat transformer's USPs unlock a vast potential of  waste heat previously unreachable� Qpinch uses a 
reversible physicochemical reaction with phosphoric acid to convert waste heat energy into process 
heat – the process is inspired by nature's ATP-ADP cycle� Large temperature jumps, a broad temperature 
range, unlimited scalability, and a marginal OpEx distinguish their approach from existing solutions� The 
potential CO2 savings for large corporates vary from 100,000 to over a million tonnes/year�

Traction with 3 major petrochemicals, 2 oil 
majors & 3 global food corporates

Unlocking a global market of  100 gigawatt 
thermal heat savings (& CO2 reductions)

Overall winner of  the ICIS Innovation Award 
– one of  the most prestigious awards in 
petrochemicals

LOOKING FOR

Corporate R&D Partner
New Strategic Partners

Series B funding
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Jan De Pauw
Co-founder & CTO

jan�depauw@valcun�be
+32 475846731

valcun�be

Making metal 3D printing economical and ecological.

3D printing in metal is not a widely known or used technology� Main reasons are the high production 
costs and the slow production process� However, the potential for 3D printing is huge cfr� the plastic 
3D printing market� ValCUN has developed a disruptive technology to make metal 3D printing fast and 
economically competitive� This will unleash the potential of  metal 3D printing and make it a commodity 
alongside traditional manufacturing technologies�

Raised 1,5M EUR in seed funding, unique for 
an early stage, high risk hardware company in 
Belgium

Sold a first project of  ~50k before showing the 
customer anything, which is outstanding in the 
Belgian make industry

ValCUN is a Deloitte Rising Star

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners
Corporate R&D Partner
Sales Prospects

15SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Pieter Loose
Managing Director

pieter@ekopak�be

+32 475403871

ekopak�be

Water is the driving force of all nature.+

Ekopak/Waas (Water-as-a-service) offers sustainable water access to many customers� They transform 
big water consumers into water producers helping to save them money and the environment� The 
startup delivers a customer solution to provide them with proces water out of  alternative sources and 
that in the most ecological way� Ekopak/Waas offers a price per m³ so customers do not need to do any 
upfront investment, they just pay the drop�

Average revenue growth over 40%

High end customers in various segments, 
pharma, food & beverage, chemical, etc

Strong international profile, already active in > 
10 countries

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTS

LOOKING FOR

CONTACT

Jan Verhasselt
Founder & Managing Director

jan�verhasselt@yazzoom�com
+32 486316809

machine-analytics�com

Yazzoom, creating value from data.

Yazzoom has helped its customers since 2011 to create value from their data by delivering Artificial 
Intelligence software and services� Their solutions are used for optimizing company processes and in 
product innovations� The company’s flagship product Yanomaly is a scalable plug-in software for AI 
based monitoring and analytics of  machines, production lines and IoT devices� With first customers now 
having scaled up the deployment of  Yanomaly after the pilot project, and with two global integrators 
offering Yanomaly to their customers, Yazzoom is ready for further acceleration and internationalization�

Profitable bootstrapped growth since 2011 
until the decision to accelerate Yanomaly 
product development & go-to-market

Customers include Umicore, Engie-Laborelec, 
Agfa, Tenneco, Reynaers, Smurfit-Kappa, & VPK

Yazzoom won numerous innovation & excellence 
awards, ao� winner Fluvius PdM Hackaton 2020, 
M+R 2019 Innovation award

Product R&D supported by European & Vlaio 
subsidies in several projects

Globally active software integrators TietoEvry 
& PAS-ATS promote our solutions to their 
customers since 2020

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Seed Funding
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ABOUT STARTUPS.BE | SCALE-UPS.EU

Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian 
tech ecosystem at large� Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship� 
We pride ourselves in being the leading growth platform in Belgium that connects 
Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our global network of  deep 
pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders to fast 
track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies�

 � We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

 � We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

 � We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

 
The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SuperNova and our Go Global missions 
are only a glimpse of  what we are famous for!

Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and 
scale-ups�

More info: Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu
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MEET OUR PARTNERS

Organizing partners

Session partner

Main partners

Supporting partners



SAVE THE DATE

Thursday, April 29
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